
Home Gym Safety

Self-Isolation offers an opportunity to get some fitness in your day, especially if 
you want some fresh air. A walk, run or bike ride is a great way to get some cardio 
and to see something a bit more than your house and garden. Remember to keep 
local though. 

Another way to get in fitness is setting up a home gym however do this with 
safety in mind, we don’t want people injuring themselves and needing doctors or 
physio treatment.
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Steps
By adding a step into your workouts you adjust the positioning of the stretch and work 
on another muscle group. Steps could be chair, box, bricks or other sturdy items found 
around the house. 

Ensure that your step can take the weight, provides a good platform and will not move 
on you before you use. Reduce the risks of falls from a step. 

Weights
A gym requires weights. Subsitute weights are easy to find in the household 
some options include:
• Cans of food
• Bottles of water
• Buckets with cans/ bottles (kettlebell)
• The child / pet thats being annoying
• The spare tyre of the car

When using these weights ensure your posture and footing is good, keep 
backs straight and knees slightly bent. If you are using bottles of water make 
sure they are not leaking (slip hazard) and always make sure the weight is 
manageable. 

Sliders
Sliders are a great tool to help engage the core while exercising. Sliders can be easily 
made from folded clothes, cut up milk bottles or pieces of cardboard. Test your slider 
before using to ensure it will slide easily and remember to not “slide” too far and over 
stretch the muscle.

Pull Ups
Pull ups are possibly not the best at home rep to complete, doorframes can break, 
people can loose their grip easily and fall. At home pulllups cause the most common 
home gym accidents. Unless you have a very sturdy tree in the backyard for a pullup 
(test before using) we suggest keeping your feet on the ground. 

If you are using youtube videos or tv fitness demonstrations remember to watch the 
instructors posture carefully and follow their instructions. Do not feel like you have to do 
every part of the workout if you find it causes you pain or discomfort. 

Remember to keep your at home gym clutter free and test all your equipment before 
starting your workout. If you have injuries think about the excerises you are doing, 
adapt these as needed or change the movement to suit your abilities.

Now is also not the time to show off how much you can lift. Be smart and reduce the 
likelihood of injuries during your exercise.
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